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Introduction STC Group
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Introduction STC Group (II)
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Introduction STC Group (III)

STC has a unique position

• Leading in IWT vocational education & training

• STC Training & Consultancy BV

• STC International (worldwide activities)

• STC NESTRA (R&D and consultancy)

• Rotterdam Maritime Institute

• Simulatorpark EU Directive 2017/2397 compliant

• Educational vessel Ab Initio soon to ‘set sail’
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In February 2021, the Central Commission for the Navigation on the 
Rhine (CCNR) in a partnership with the European Commission, 
published its thematic report on the labor market in the European 
inland navigation sector.

• According to the Eurostat, the total number of persons employed 
(i.e. self-employed, helping family members and employees) in 
inland navigation in 2018 was approximately 48.266; of 
which 53% were in passenger transport and 47% in freight 
transport. Note. These figures predate Covid-19.

• However, employees of temporary employment agencies were not 
counted for example, so the real total number is likely to be 
higher. The report also points out that only employment on board 
inland vessels was counted, not employment in loading and 
unloading activities in ports and in the operations of transport 
infrastructure. 

• While Germany is the most important country for passenger 
transport, the Netherlands is for freight transport.
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Industrial Developments
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Fit-for-future waterways

• Digitalization & Automation

• Digitalization to support Greening Strategy

• Connected and automated waterways and services

• Information systems/cybersecurity

• Greening

• Smart energy corridors and hubs

• Multi-fuel (transition) network

• Waterway infrastructure towards climate neutrality
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On-board automation systems

• Track Guidance Assistance (automatic

track keeping) AutoPilot

Argonics

Tresco Periskal

RadioZeeland

Shipping Technology

…
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On-board automation systems (II)

• Remote control operations

More emphasis on communication.

Situation awareness requires a

different approach and more checks.
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Human Capital in IWT

Investment in human capital

Other benefits of investing in human capital:

• More safe and secure operations

• Higher employee motivation

• Higher customer satisfaction

• Improves the reputation and company profile

Training Productivity
Growth & 

Competitiveness

Human Capital Development
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Human Capital in IWT

Investment in human capital

• Training in order to catch up with greening & automation developments

• By means of automation, other jobs are created

• Investment in infrastructure (physical and digital) and human capital is

necessary to remain competitive

=> economic growth and preserve jobs

• Need for ‘smarter’ capacity building training methods

Human Capital Development



AB INITIO
Future proof educational vessel 
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• Length 67 m Width 8,2 m Depth max. 1,8 m

• Single propellor, electric propulsion

• 2 generators Stage V 792 kW in total

• Battery package 408 kW/h

• 100 solar panels 200 m2 (87 kW) in total

• 4 hrs zero-emission

• H2 fuelcel = 5 hrs zero-emission

• Waste water treatment system

Technical specifications I

Ab Initio
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Technical specifications II

Ab Initio
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They made our dream come true



Innovation by means of project development

COMPETING 

‘Competence based education and training for inland navigation’, initiated by

STC Group, together with MAH and CERONAV, resulting in: 

I. Educational materials (WPL CER)

Course manuals for all seven competence areas (OL/ML) 

A course manual for setting up train-the-trainers

A European Training Record Book OL/ML 

A blended learning environment (FHOO)

All deliverables will be freely accessible (later this Summer via edinna.eu)

II. Auditsystem including model exams (WPL MAH)
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European Training Record Book on OL/ML
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Course manuals
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E-learning platform
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COMPETING

Some observations from the project management 
perspective

• Different paces amongst small working groups

• Different approaches

• Keeping the pace was a tough job for all partners the past few years

• Working on all competence areas and both levels has been complex

• Calibration sessions have improved the quality
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Proud & grateful

• A big thank you to all project partners for our
close collaboration and achieving the COMPETING 
results! 
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Sailing into the horizon

Platina3
• STC Group, together with MAH, entered into this Horizon2020 consortium 

with a focus on jobs & skills.

The objective is to identify competences, detailed in knowledge and skills, 
needed to deal with greening/automation, that can be proposed to update 
ES-QIN

• Task 3.1 draft standards for competence on zero or low emission 
propulsion systems (MAH)

• Task 3.3 draft standards for competence for on-board systems for 
automation (STC Group)
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Follow-up project for COMPETING

COMPETING 2.0 (Erasmus+ proposal; submitted)

• Content

Update, interactive training material for several competence areas (OL)

Two new online learning modules including exercises for IWT trends with 

interactive video material (one with elements of gamification)

• Architecture and Framework

Proof of concept of connecting the platforms of educational institutions 
with INeS Learning Objects Repository for exchange of learning progress 
based on open standards, to achieve individual learning paths and 
personal information about achieved learning outcomes; a connected 
network for learning objects allows a specific exchange of content/data 
between (registered) partners or members of organization (EDINNA).

Train-the-expert sessions included. 
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COMPETING 2.0 platform visualised
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Front End Clients E&T institutions‘ LMS
OER content repository and 

other virtual learning services 

and applications
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Thank you for your attention


